Recently, a woman named Sue Payne, co-host of the Pat McDonough Radio Show on WCBM did a brief interview with Mark Levin concerning a conference call that the Obama Administration did with La Raza concerning the planned walking invasion and takeover of

Listen to the interview because I don’t want to repeat what she said except to say that she sat in on a conference call between the Obama Administration and his Task Force on New Americans. This task force was created Executive Order on November 21, 2014.

The Executive Order (minus the EO number) is posted on the White House website.

**Presidential Memorandum -- Creating Welcoming Communities and Fully Integrating Immigrants and Refugees**

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Creating Welcoming Communities and Fully Integrating Immigrants and Refugees

Our country has long been a beacon of hope and opportunity for people from around the world. Nearly 40 million foreign-born residents nationwide contribute to their communities every day, including 3 million refugees who have resettled here since 1975. These new Americans significantly improve our economy. They make up 13 percent of the population, but are over 16 percent of the labor force and start 28 percent of all new businesses. Moreover, immigrants or their children have founded more than 40 percent of Fortune 500 companies, which collectively employ over 10 million people worldwide and generate annual revenues of $4.2 trillion.

This morning I was looking through the information I’ve collected on the refugee situation and I found a webpage that I captured. It turns out that Boise, Idaho is a “welcoming community”.
Since Twin Falls also has a refugee resettlement office as the College of Southern Idaho, it is probably also a “welcoming community”.

Now I need to connect this up for you. Sue Payne said they talked about these illegals being considered as refugees and that they would be settled in a “city within a city” and that they wouldn’t assimilate – they would navigate.

If you go back to my original research on what I called Trojan Triangles – which were the intermodal commerce zones that they turn into an inland port with the interstate highway system becoming the “shipping lanes”, then you understand why in the conference call, they talked about a “city within a city” (inland port – under international law) wouldn’t assimilate – they would navigate (the shipping lanes – Interstate and major arterials). The redefinition of the Interstate Highway System to be the National Highway System – that includes not just the Interstate – but also the major arterials from transportation hubs to the city (where the ACLU got people to support legislation to create sanctuary cities by opposing the NDAA – and very tricky of them and very treasonous. But then the ACLU is a [United Nations rapporteur](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Special_Rapporteur_on_Human_Rights_of_Migrants).

United Nations Special Rapporteur on Human Rights of Migrants

My original research was on a “zone” that was being built in Meridian, Idaho that they were calling “The CORE”. As part of that research, I discovered Butch Otter’s Project 60 – a program that was supposed to boost Idaho’s GDP by about $6 billion by selling American citizenship through EB-5 visas. The way it was marketed to the people of Idaho was that the EB-5 money would be used for job creation because Idaho was designed as a high unemployment state. Another way of looking at it – and the way I looked at it at the time was that Idaho was a low population state with a lot of land and they were soliciting foreign businesses that would bring
in their own population of “workers” because that’s the way the sham of foreign businesses works. It was a fraud to present it as job creation for American citizens.

**Target Employment Area Designation**

Areas in gold are Targeted Employment Area designations ($500,000 EB-5). Colored areas representing metropolitan statistical areas or larger rural cities ($1,000,000 EB-5)

The other significant connection is to the Small Business Administration and the funding of micro-enterprises - minority businesses. A requirement for an inland port is “port security”. Port Security becomes the fusion centers. So what happens is that these imported foreigners that establish IT and communications related businesses become the “watchers” - surveillance and in control of the emergency dispatch services of the community – the guard towers as it were.
Recently, I discovered that Mountain States Group, the outfit that has the contract for refugee resettlement in Boise, changed their name to something very appropriate - The Jannus Group after the Roman God Janus. Janus is usually depicted with two faces. I have no doubt these Treasonous Bitches of Babylon though that was very funny – kind of an inside private joke that nobody would figure out. Wrong. I had you nailed before you even knew.

I do believe there is enough evidence on my website to demonstrate an on-going conspiracy of treason against the people of the United States. All I need is some help in pulling it all together in a format and order that people can see it as a strategic plan executed over time.

Vicky Davis
March 5, 2015